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Value % Change

SGX NIFTY 10,138.00 -0.97%

21,463.50 -2.84%

HANG SENG 24,793.00 -1.81%

Sensex 34,033.96 0.55%

Nifty 10,224.75 0.77%

Events Today DOW 24,583.42 -2.41%

NASDAQ 7,108.40 -4.43%

Result CAC 4,953.09 -0.29%

DAX 11,191.63 -0.73%

FTSE 6,962.98 0.11%

EW ALL SHARE 17,607.55 0.81%

Value % Change

1239.20 0.66%

14.74 0.44%

75.67 -0.64%

232.00 -1.49%

73.15 -0.56%

83.38 -1.09%

94.44 -1.08%

Spin Off Value % Change
COX&KINGS 7.87 -0.22%
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Yesterday Closing Market

% Change in 1 day

Yesterday, Nifty opened in positive at 10278

and made a low of 10290 and from there it

started moving upwards and made a high of

10290 and closed in positive at 10224 after

gaining 77.95 points. On sectoral front all trhe

sectors traded in positive except pharma. India

Vix fell by -0.83% to 18.88.

Nifty gave a very volatile movement

throughout session and closed with a net gain

of 0.8%. Although a positive divergence has

formed on RSI, confirmation of trend reversal

is only above 10300 levels. However it is having 

strong support near 10100, index needs to

sustain above it. We expect a trading range of

10100-10300 for the day.

Bond Yield ( Yesterday Closing )
Bond yield

G-sec 10YR : IND

% Change in 1 day
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Please refer to page no 11 for Bulk deals, 

Dividends, Bonus, Spilts, Buyback.

Quote of the Day  :  "This is one of the keys to successful investing: focus on the companies, not on the stocks.” 

CRUDEOIL

Commodity Price ( Yesterday Closing )

GOLD

NATURALGAS

Commodity/Currencies

SILVER

RS./DOLLAR

RS./EURO

% Change in 1 day

RS./POUND

63MOONS , APTECHT , AUSOMENT , 

BANCOINDIA , BHARTIARTL , BHEL , 

BIOCON , BODALCHEM , CEATLTD , 

CROMPTON , DBCORP , DISHTV , 

FORCEMOT , GALLANTT , GMDCLTD , 

GMM , HCL-INSYS , HEIDELBERG , HIL , 

INTELLECT , JMFINANCIL , JSWSTEEL , 

JUBLINDS , KAJARIACER , KIRLOSBROS , 

KIRLOSIND , KKCL , LIBERTSHOE , LTTS , 

MARUTI , MASTEK , NIITLTD , 

ORIENTBANK , PEL , PRAJIND , 

PUNJLLOYD , PVR , QUESS , RADIOCITY* , 

RAYMOND , RML , SHALBY , SHALPAINTS 

, SHRIRAMCIT , SQSBFSI , SRTRANSFIN , 

TATACOFFEE , VBL , VGUARD , 

VLSFINANCE , YESBANK

DAMOINDUS - Stock Split From Rs.10/- 

to Rs.5/-

KEY LEVELS

Support 1 :10100
Support 2 :10075 

Resistance1:10250
Resistance 2 :10300

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

24-Oct-18 4545 6591 (2047)

Oct-18 82925 105258 (22332)

2018 1072689 1142863 (70174)

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

24-Oct-18 5330 3457 1874 

Oct-18 74538 55734 18804 

2018 799331 698585 100746 

Institutional Turnover

FII

DII
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BAJAJCORP 25th October 2018

BAJAJCORP is continuously increasing its rural distribution reach and reduced its wholesale dependency from 60% to 33% over the last 2.5 years. It can be a good rural play .The

company is trading at comfortable valuation with ~3% of dividend yield. However Bajajcorp’s sales remained below than our expectation for Q2FY19, taking account of this we

have reduced FY19 and FY20e sales estimates by 3.9% and 4.4% respectively while reduced PAT by 2% and 4% respectively. We continue to value BAJAJCORP 27 times of FY20e

eps and reduced our target price to Rs 467(from 487). 

 TATAMETALI 25th October 2018

*For details, refer to our daily report- India Equity Analytics

Though the SSG came in at lower than our expectation, we continue to remain upbeat of the prospects of dominos sales growth going ahead. While FY19 has been a year of

growth through high SSG due to lower base, we expect the new store expansion to drive growth from FY20 and thus expect revenue CAGR of 17% over FY18-20e. Over the past

4 quarters, new EDV strategy, high growth rates, better product mix and cost rationalisation has led to extraordinary rise in operational margins for the company. Going ahead,

rising volume growth and reducing Dunkin' Donuts losses would help mitigate cost pressures from new opening stores and employee costs due to aggregators competition,

driving EBITDA margin to 16.8% for FY19. We revise our estimates lower for sales by 2%/3% and PAT by 2%/4% in FY19/20 post Q2. The recent correction in prices give a good

entry point and thus we maintain our BUY rating valuing JUBLFOOD at 4.5x FY20e EV/Sales or 45x FY20e P/E to arrive at a price target of Rs.1460.

HCLTECH 24th October 2018

We expect HCLTECH to deliver strong performance in FY19 on the back of continued deal momentum, robust performance in engineering services businesses, Improvement in

IMS business and strong outlook for digital, products & platforms businesses (Mode 2 and 3).1HFY19 saw a strong deal wins (17 transformation deal wins in 2QFY19) which is

expected to start to materialize in 3QFY19, thus giving us encouraging revenue visibility for FY19. Even engineering business continued to post robust performance in 2QFY19

(6.3%QoQ in CC terms) .On margin front, we expect margin in lower band of guided range 19.5% to 20.5% as Mode-2 margins (which is 10.8% below the companies average) is

expected to improve gradually. Also management strategy of reinvestment will continue for rest of the year. Thus we expect revenue to grow at 14% CAGR over FY18-20. We

value the stock at target price of Rs1178 (15x FY20EPS) and recommend BUY.  

Tata Metalik operated at 100% capacity utilization in FY18; going ahead volume growth is expected to remain muted or slightly higher. Demand for foundry grade pig iron is

expected to remain healthy primarily led by demand from automobile sector and demand in DI pipe business is also expected to remain strong led by water transportation

projects by government in different states. Going ahead earnings would primarily depend on realization and input cost spread. Foundry grade pig iron prices are holding strong

at around Rs.32000 level. However, on cost front company may face challenges as coking coal prices have again picked up to around USD 215/t and INR depreciation would also

add on to cost as most of the coking coal is imported. Furthermore, management mentioned that it has reduced sourcing of iron ore from Tata Steel from around 90% to 70-

75% (company gets discount on iron ore purchased from Tata steel), and rest is now procured from other sources at market price. We expect company’s margin would be

under pressure going ahead led by increasing input cost and company may also face difficulty in passing on the increased cost to customer particularly in DI pipe business. We

have cut down our EBITDA estimate for FY20 by 5% and expect Revenue/EBITDA/PAT CAGR of 4%/9%/8% over FY18-20e, and are NEUTRAL on the stock with a price target of

Rs.685 (5.5x FY20e EV/EBITDA).   

JUBLFOOD 25th October 2018

We expect ZENSARTECH to report better performance in FY19 led by continued focus in core service (Application and IMS), strong momentum in Digital business and robust

deal pipeline.Digital business (which now contributes 44.2% of overall revenue) continued to grow in 2QFY19 (5.2%sequentially) mainly driven by CX/UX, front end development

capabilities and cloud in Infrastructure and mobility business.On margin front we expect to improve in FY19 led continued expansion in core infrastructure business however

MVS and Row(non core business) which are low margin businesses continue to impact still the company gradually exits from the business(which will gradual progress).We

expect revenue to post 20% CAGR over FY18-20E.We value the stock at target price of Rs307(17x FY20EPS)and recommend Buy.

ZENSARTECH 25th October 2018

25th October 2018

Growth for M&MFIN has picked up impressively in since last 2 quarter. Strong infra/construction activity and improving rural economy will help to grow strongly going ahead.

Capital adequacy ratio is at healthier level to support the expected growth. With the rise in rural cash flow the asset quality is improving. Going ahead lower credit cost is

expected to drive profitability. Rise in Fuel cost would not affect much of M&MFIN as 80% of portfolio is for economic driven activity. NIM is expected to remain under pressure

with rise in interest rate and change in asset mix. We largely maintain our PAT estimates and value M&MFIN at Rs 463 (2.5x P/BV FY20e). We maintain BUY.

LUMAXIND

EBITDA margin has declined by 40bps on a sequential basis due to higher import content and rising commodity prices. The company has a lag of 3-6 months in pass on with

OEMs. The import content in LEDs remains as high as 65% and the management targets to reduce it to 50% by 2020. This will have a negative impact on the margins in the near

term but the higher realization on LEDs (3x to 10x in comparison to conventional lamps) in turn will mitigate the margin pressure as usage of LEDs increases. On the back of new

customers on board (TVS and Toyota) and increase in energy efficient products demand, the management is confident of achieving 18-20% revenue growth in FY19. We cut our

FY19&20 EPS estimates by 1% and 8% due to ~60bps YoY margin compression in FY20 led by 6 months lag in pass on with Maruti (36% of revenue) and INR depreciation(higher

import content in LEDs). However, we remain optimistic about the growth potential of the company as increasing penetration of LED lamps on account of BS-VI and other

energy saving norms will shoot up the realizations going ahead. We expect close to 450bps of improvement in RoE over FY18-20. Hence we value the stock at 18x FY20e EPS to

arrive at target price of Rs.2099 and maintain BUY. 

M&MFIN 25th October 2018
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Management Concalls Update:

KANSAINER Management commentary in Press Release:

 During the quarter demand was dampened. 
 Factors like GST rate changes in July leading to destocking by dealers, lingering monsoons over many parts of India and a 

delayed festival season affected demand for both Decorative and Industrial customers. 
 As was being seen in earlier quarters, uncertainty on the currency front and crude oil prices was more pronounced this 

quarter as well. 
 This resulted in significant increase in input costs which impacted the bottom-line. 
 KNPL has announced price increase in Decorative from lst October and has taken price increases in Industrial as well, effect 

of which will be seen in subsequent quarters. 
 Industrial customers are being approached for further price increase to compensate for high inflation. 
 The company expects the growth momentum to be good in Decorative but subdued for Industrial in the near future. 
 It is hoped that the rupee and crude oil will stabilize at the current levels. Any adverse change will put further pressure on 

margins

Management interview post results on CNBC

 H M Bharuka, vice chairman and managing director, Kansai Nerolac Paints
 Volume growth is slightly lower than the value growth. This quarter there was expectation that growth would be lower in 

decorative for simple reason that festive season is one month postponed compared to the previous year. Also, there was 
extended monsoon, which contributed to a lower growth. So, he thinks this quarter was expected that it would be slightly 
lower compared to the previous quarter.

 He expects third quarter revenue growth in case of decorative to be far better. However, industrial has definitely seen a 
slowdown. Overall, company still expects double digit growth to continue in coming two quarters.

 both industrial and decorative segment put together about 9-9.5 percent or so
 In case of decorative, company has taken price hike of about 2 percent in the first six months and has increased with effect 

from October 1, another 2.4 percent in case of decorative. Company have had a price increase in case of industrial also and 
there is a further increase, which is expected as the cost increases have been very high

 Dealers did destocking only in the first month as GST rate was expected to come down. Management does not expect any 
negative effect because of that going ahead

 As far as input prices are concerned, maybe base raw material prices perhaps have reached the peak. But the problem is of 
the rupee deprecation, it is very volatile and even crude oil as of now is very volatile. So, management doesn’t know how the
prices are going to behave.

 As far as demand is concerned, management expects decorative demand to be definitely good. But on the auto front or on 
the industrial front, definitely, they do see some slowdown and with the financial crisis, which is there right now in the 
market. With the liquidity crisis and NBFC problem, they expect some slowdown in case of auto.

 He doesn’t think that they have lost market share anywhere.

Indiabulls ventures limited: outcome of board meeting:

 Company has issued preferential compulsory convertible debentures @14.9% P.A (paid quarterly) amounting Rs 1539.2 Cr to 
4 investors -Tamarind Capital Pte. Ltd (740Cr), Steadview Capital Mauritius Ltd. (614.2Cr), ABG capital (125.8Cr), DF 
International Partners(59.2Cr).

 This CCD will be converted into fully paid-up Equity Shares of the face value of Rs. 2/- each, at a conversion price of Rs. 550/-
per Equity Share before 18 months.
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Management Concalls Update:

BAJAJCORP’s Q2FY19 concall update:
Mgt. attended the concall: Sumit Malhotra(MD), Dilip Maloo (CFO)

 Total hair oil industry grew by 7.4% in volume terms whereas in value terms growth remained 16.3%.The gap between 
volume and value was largely due to increase in MRP of coconut oil.

 Volume of Light Hair Oil grew by 13.6% driven by strong growth from ADHO (17.7%).
 Rural growth is back for Light Hair Oil. Urban is also witnessed strong growth of 15.5%in Q2FY19. 
 International business which remained laggards for last few quarters has witnessed strong secondary growth. Management 

is optimistic of positive growth from International business from Q3FY19 onwards.
 Concerns related to CSD continues and management doesn’t see any revival in near term.   
 The company has launched Rs 10 and Rs 20 bottles of ADHO in September which led to drying up of the trade channels.
 Overall volume growth for the company remained flat in this quarter due to shift of Diwali in Q3FY19and drying up the trade 

channel in the wake of launch of Rs 10&Rs 20 bottles of ADHO. 
 Currently Bajaj Almond Oil is available in 40 lakh outlets while company’s direct reach went up to 4.9 lakh outlets. 

Management plans to expand it to 5.4 lakh outlets by the end of this financial year.
 Increase in distribution is being led by doubling of direct rural distribution in last few years.
 The Company’s dependence on wholesale has dropped to 33%.
 The company took a price hike to the extent of 3.48% in ADHO to absorb the rising input prices and the impact of the same 

will get reflected in third quarter.
 The Company expects the Advertising expense to be in a range of 18-19% for FY19.
 Employee cost included the ESOP cost to the extent of Rs 80 Lacs.
 The Company will launch one product at the end of the 3QFY19 or in early 4QFY19 under its new product development 

pipeline both in Domestic as well as International market.
 Brahmi Amla grew by 15% and the company is planning to launch more SKUs in this range in Modern trade and E-Commerce 

channel.   

TATA METALIKS 2QFY19 concall highlights:
Management: Mr. Sandeep Kumar (MD) , Mr.Subhra Sengupta (CFO)

 Pig iron sales stood at close to 84kt (up 3% YoY) and DI pipe sales stood at 51kt (up 11% YoY).
 More than 50% of improvement in profitability driven by cost efficiency which has started yielding results and increase in 

sales volume has also helped.
 Company may face challenges on cost front going ahead due to INR depreciation which would increase the cost of imported 

coking coal. And company would have to pass on increase in cost to costumers which would be difficult particularly in DI 
pipe business.

 Iron ore sourcing from Tata steel have been reduced to 70-75% due to acquisition made by Tata steel , company have 
started to source 25-30% from sources other than Tata steel.

 Coke prices increased 25% (YoY), Pig iron prices increased 20% (YoY) and DI pipe prices were up 10% (YoY).
 Management expects iron ore prices would remain at current level (Rs.4000/t) in 3Q and 4QFY19 as well.
 Going forward main focus would be on cost efficiency. 
 Company would be looking at increasing DI pipe prices to pass on the increase in cost.
 No final plan related to expansion of capacity, management still evaluating options.
 Capex for FY19 expected to be Rs.70-80 crore (Rs.30-40 crore for PCI plant and rest sustenance capex) and Rs.40-50 crore 

(excluding growth capex if any) for FY20. 
 PCI plant expected to be commission by 4QFY19 and oxygen plant expected to be commission by 1QFY20. Both of the 

projects would help in cost reduction.
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Management Concalls Update:

JUBLFOOD concall update for 2QFY19:
MR. HARI BHARTIA: CHAIRMAN
MR. PRATIK POTA: CEO

 Company clocked strong Same Store Growth (SSG) of 20.5% in Domino’s Pizza.
 Company continued to gain momentum driven by strategic initiatives taken during the recent past such as the product 

upgrade All New Domino’s, Every Day Value (EDV) extension to regular pizza and the continued momentum of online sales 
driven by the new Domino’s app.

 EDV continues to drive order growth, especially in delivery.
 Online sales were up to 68% of Delivery Sales in the quarter
 Dominos- Opened 24 new stores, closed 1, well on track to open 75 stores in FY19
 Dunkin’ Donuts- closed 5 stores on operational profitability parameters
 Company is witnessing strong SSG growth in the stores especially in their focused product categories i.e. Donuts and 

Beverages. EBITDA drag from dunkin reduced to 50 bps in Q2. Expect to break even by end of FY19. The company’s long 
term aim is to establish a strong brand of Dunkin once the breakeven is achieved

 This quarter faced increasing competitive intensity from food aggregators. Company tried to mitigate it by better hiring 
process and strong retention steps. However, this has led to increase in the cost of acquisition of delivery staff. This and Q2 
being the increment quarter for the company led to rise in employee cost for the quarter. 

 Company continues with its strategy of order procuring from aggregators and delivery serviced by themselves to preserve 
customer experience

 In other expenses on QoQ comparison, while higher volumes and inflation in case of power & fuel, freight and packaging led 
to rise, the relative lower advertisement expenses on account of IPL in Q1 resulted in 90bps fall in other expenses as a % to
sales.

 NAA update: Management has made submissions, order is pending by the authority. Management maintains its stance of 
not profiteered post GST change.

 Company continues to emphasize of its efforts for a profitable growth along the topline
 Rental includes one-off item of Rs 1 crore relating to reversal from earlier quarter
 Gross margins improved QoQ by 8 bps on account of better product mix and deflation seen in dairy products.
 On high Cash generation, other income to be at Q2 levels going ahead
 Company turned all their stores in Gujarat to only Veg stores. Initial response has been favorable.
 The company is in process of evaluating future beverage partner.
 Aggressive discounts are not affecting pricing power of the company. It is one lever in their hand, however no plans for price 

hikes as of now.

PPAP Q2FY19 Concall Highlights:-
Management Participants:-
Abhishek Jain:- CEO and MD
Manish Dhariwal:- CFO

 The company derived 96% of sales from the Passenger Vehicle segment
 Revenue contribution on Parts front was 108.16 crores, tools front was 5.17 crores and other revenue included subsidy 

received from Rajasthan government
 Maruti Suzuki including Suzuki Motors Gujarat continues to remain top customer accounting for 46% of the Part Sales while 

Honda contributed 34% to the company’s topline
 During the quarter, 21% of the part sales were from derived from new vehicle launches (especially from 3 new models –

Maruti Swift, Honda Amaze and Toyota Yarris)
 Capacity utilization higher on ceiling side than on injection moulding side
 With Tata Motors, the company will now work on all of their upcoming passenger car models
 Company will continue to secure new business from all its customers
 The company is currently developing parts for 23 new models that are expected to start production within the next 2 years. 
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Management Concalls Update:

LAKSHMI VILAS BANK LTD. 2QFY19 Concall Update:
Mgmt on call: Shri PARTHASARATHI MUKHERJEE (CEO  & MD)

Management plans to raise fresh issued capital in FY19 and expects the transaction to get completed in FY19 itself.
Management has changed its demographics of lending book moving towards MSME sector from corporate lending,
numerically corporate lending moved from 55% to 37% YoY which expanded MSME sector to stand at 35% as at 2QFY19.
 Bank’s corporate lending book consist of Rs 6500 Cr which has been lent to sole banking(Rs 1000 Cr), Multi-banking(Rs Rs
5000 Cr) and syndicate bank(Rs 500 Cr).
Management scopes for 20% to 25% CAGR growth in 5 years with its upcoming fresh issue of share capital.
Management will concentrate more on business loan in the future and with small ticket size of 15 lakhs to 3 Crores.
Employee expenses said to move stable as 2QFY19 and it was high in previous quarters as numerous small provisions made
like loyalty reward program, SLA etc.
Provisions made of Rs 151 Cr consist of Rs 56 Cr which is made higher and above the regulatory norms to have a better PAT in
the next quarter.
Out of Rs 237 Cr of new slippages Rs 60 Cr comes from 2 accounts of EPC contractors and sugar mill, Rs 115 Cr comes from 30
accounts and Rs 62 Cr comes from 536 MSME accounts.
Total NBFC book is of Rs 2000 Cr which is 8.5% of Total advances is said to be stress free book and bank reduced exposure on
NBFC, Infra and real-estate sector and this exposure is said to be reduced more in near future.
Bank has exposure in a subsidiary of IL&FS loan book which is pledged against project asset and the amount is said to be less
than Rs 100 Cr.
Bank does not have exposure on SRA steel anymore; it is completely settled with a sale made with a pledged property.
Bank has total SMA of Rs 2000 Cr out of which SMA-2 stands at Rs 250 Cr to Rs 300 Cr.
Hike in MCLR rates made by bank at 15bps in 1QFY19 and 2QFY19 and reprised assets of Rs 2600 Cr with 150bps increase will
show a positive change from FY20.
Bulk loans which are with banks are rated as BBB+ rating out of which Rs 1100 Cr are said to be LAP.
Management outlooks NIM to be at 2.5% in Q1FY20 and said to get it stable at 3% in FY20, credit cost to be at 100bps in
1QFY20 and reduce it further to be stable at 50bps in FY20.
Outlook of slippages is Rs 400 Cr in 3QFY19 out of which Rs 200 Cr are of corporate lending, recoveries are expected at Rs 500
Cr to Rs 700 Cr in the rest of the FY19.
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Management Concalls Update:

KOTAKBANK Q2 FY19 CONCALL UPDATE:
Executive Vice Chairman & Managing Director-UDAY KOTAK

The bank is beginning to see opportunity both in terms of better pricing power and ability to pick and the bank want 
especially of quality credit at the prices it is more comfortable with.
Capital base continues to be extremely strong for the Kotak bank, Net NPA at consolidated level stood at 0.73% and at the 
bank level is 0.8%. The bank continued to be prudent on provisioning and recognition.
Advances growth is coming from the variety of segments CVs and CE on YoY basis grew by 40%, corporate book grew by 
around 19% YoY, small businesses credit card and personal loans grew by 39%.Whereas home loan including LAAP is 23%. 
Overall 20% loan book is expected going forward.
 SMA 2 stood at Rs 165 Cr, which is 0.09% of the bank’s total advances and is lowest among in the banking industry.
Liquidity position of the bank is extremely sound, and currently run the challenge of running surplus liquidity in our bank. 
The provisions on both advances and investments have led the provisions number higher than what it was on YoY basis.
The banks total exposure not just the funded one, but including off balance sheet, investments derivatives etc at the bank 
level aggregate to Rs 2,50,000 Cr, of which exposure to the NBFC segment is about Rs 13000 Cr (which includes about Rs 1200 
Cr exposure to the other entities in the Kotak group including subsidiaries and investment in subsidiaries.
Commercial real estate exposure is about Rs 7,700 Cr, which includes over Rs 3000 Cr of LRD.
On average number the current account grew at 23% and saving account grew by 43% on YoY basis. Focus on CASA + term 
loans is below Rs 5 Cr and that aggregate to 79% of the total deposits.
During the quarter the bank has added 34 branches. Management plans for opening around 100 branches in the FY18-19 and 
even more in the next year.
The bank is pretty strong on the asset liability mismatches.
Opex fund expending in terms of marketing and advertising cost year on year it has gone up.
Investment provisioning stood at Rs130 Cr as against more than Rs 200 Cr a quarter back, which is largely coming from the 
fixed interest but has also some equity related provisioning during the current quarter.
Slippages on standalone level stood at around Rs 420 Cr as against Rs 550 Cr a year back. Recoveries and upgrade would be 
around Rs 200 Cr.
The bank’s subsidiaries Kotak Mahindra Prime and Life insurance reported PAT of Rs 157 Cr and Rs 127 Cr respectively during 
the quarter.
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Management Concalls Update:

INDIGO Q2 FY19 CONCALL UPDATE:

Management on concall
MR. RAHUL BHATIA – CO-FOUNDER AND INTERIM CEO
MR. GREG TAYLOR – SENIOR ADVISOR
MR. ROHIT PHILIP – CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
MR. WILLIAM BOULTER – CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER
MR. WOLFGANG PROCK-SCHAUER – CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
MR. ANKUR GOEL – AVP, TREASURY AND INVESTOR RELATIONS

Added 20 aircraft to our fleet and ended the quarter with a fleet of 189 aircraft. This enabled us to add 5 new destinations
and 35 new routes, including 3 routes under the UDAN scheme.
The average aviation fuel price in India during the quarter was 40% higher than the same period last year. Fuel is about 40%
of our total costs. After adjusting for the increased volumes, this increase in fuel price resulted in higher fuel costs of 910 crore
rupees compared to the same period last year.
Booked a foreign exchange loss of 340 crores rupees compared to a loss of 50 crore rupees during the same period last year.
Adjusting adverse year over year impact of 140 crore rupees on our dollar denominated expenses, the overall impact of
currency depreciation increased costs by 430 crore rupees compared to the same period last year.
Similar to the last quarter, the 0-15 day booking window remains weak with lower fares compared to the same period last
year. This has been further accentuated by the significant increase in capacity in the market.
The year over year impact of lower RASK on profits was 560 crore rupees. This decline in RASK was primarily driven by a
decrease in yields. Yields were down by 9.7% to 3.21 rupees while load factors were nearly flat at 84.5%.
CASK excluding fuel was 2.18 rupees in the current quarter, an increase of 13.5% YoY. The forex loss combined with the
impact of currency depreciation on dollar denominated expenses resulted in an 11.2% increase in our CASK excluding fuel.
Management guides for a year over year capacity increase in terms of ASKs of 35% for the third quarter. For the full year, they
expect capacity increase of 30%. This is higher than our previous guidance because, they have now started seeing a ramp up in
neo deliveries post the initial delays
The company is trying to reduce cost of fuel consumption by lower weight and better navigation. They have also reduced
airport operations costs by managing ground operations in a better way.
ASK under the UDAN scheme is very small and not material for now
Earlier, 60% bookings used to be done beyond the 15 day period. Now it has reduced to 54%. Currently, the yields are
comparatively lower in 0-15 day period which is impacting fare yields
The delivery of new A320neos coming in November would be mainly on sale and lease back. Market for the ‘sale and lease
back’ remains robust
There is no change in strategy of owning aircrafts. Purchased 3 ATRs this quarter. They do intend to buy A320neos but given
the uncertainty around, it is always prudent to hold cash for now. Also, a small % of FCF will be used for aircraft purchase
program
The poor environment of low fares is due to few players in industry who are really hurting to earn short term cash.
Management don’t believe too much capacity coming in the industry is a problem, it is the fare that is a problem
Management doesn’t believe that the demand would be hurt from fares going up by 15-20%. The demand will be good given
the GDP growth in India. Major improvement needs to come in 0-15 day booking period where the major business inelastic
demand exists.
The company is trying to convert free cash from rupee denominated to dollar denominated. Have already converted 1/3 of
restricted cash to dollars. MTM would be higher as it was in the middle of quarter. With this, where 1 rupee depreciation could
have been equivalent to 85 crores forex loss, it was reduced to 60 crores. Trying to convert mojrity of restricted cash in next 3
quarters, around 80%+, maybe 100% also.
The management said that they would prefer to self-fly the aircrafts rather than given it out on dry/wet lease in the current
scenario
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Management Concalls Update:

Concall highlights of Wipro for2QFY19

Management participated

MR. ABIDALI Z NEEMUCHWALA – CEO & MEMBER OF THE BOARD 

MR. JATIN DALAL – CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER & SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, WIPRO LIMITED 

MR. BHANUMURTHY B. M. – COO, WIPRO LIMITED

Deal wins: The Company announced the largest till date deal win of $1.5 billion during the quarter.
2QFY19 performance: The Company met the upper end of its guidance range in 2QFY19. Continued challenges in the India
business and in HPS impacted the growth. Strength was seen in BFSI, North America, and Product Engineering.
Strategy update:
Digital grew 13.4% QoQ and is now at 31.4% of our revenue.
 Localization efforts have picked up and proportion of locals in the US crossed 60%.Also high level of localization is also seen
in other geographies including APAC and Europe.
As per its strategic decision, the management has decided to carve out the India PSU and India Government business out of
the IT Services segment effective in the 3QFY19.This will impact the revenue in 3QFY19.
Focus on client mining continues to do well. In 2QFY19, top 10 clients grew sequentially by 3.6% in constant currency terms.
Added $100 million new client and seven clients have been added to the $10 million plus revenue buck in this quarter.
Fixed price projects has improved from 1.1% to 3% across the fixed price effort in 2QFY19 and the fix price mix continues to
remain strong at about 58.9%
Geography performance: From a geographies perspective US continued to see a pickup in growth across industry segments.
Also good momentum is seen in Asia-Pacific and in emerging markets. Asia-Pacific has grown over 8%QoQ. The demand
environment in structuring the global markets especially around digital transformation at scale and enterprise modernization is
strong.
 Outlook for FY19: Strong deal wins, healthy order booking and strength in Digital giving to confidence around a revival in
FY19.
HPS which is quite focused on the ACA and is expected to continue to see uncertainty and hence the decline in revenue in
FY19. On a run rate basis it is declining over $130 million of annual run rate .
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TOP NEWS

Wipro Ltd. said its third quarter revenue will be in the range of $2.03-$2.07 billion, implying a sequential growth of 1 to
3 percent.
Telecom subscription data for the month of August: RIL’s Reliance Jio added 1.2 crore subscribers, Vodafone added 11.4
lakh subscribers and Bharti Airtel added 10 lakh subscribers. Idea lost 4.35 lakh subscribers. Market Share Data - Bharti
Airtel: 29.64 percent, Reliance Jio: 20.50 percent, Vodafone: 19.24 percent, Idea: 18.61 percent.
Dynemic Products stopped work at Ankleshwar unit after receiving notice from Gujarat Pollution Control Board.
Kilitch Drugs said it plans to start manufacturing operations in Ethopia, Africa. Commercial production to commence
from mid-2019-20. Company expects to generate a revenue of 500 crore in next five years since it is bullish on the African
markets.
Schaeffler India successfully completed its merger of INA Bearings India Pvt. Ltd. and LuK India Pvt. Ltd. Combined
entity will rake in revenue of over Rs 4,100 crore. The company will also open a new engine and transmission components
manufacturing facility at Pune. Management said that they had doubled the investment in India to Rs 325 crore this year
and will continue to do so for the next year.
Tata Chemicals signed an MOU with CSIR-Central Electrochemical Research Institute, Karaikudi to scale up
manufacturing of cathode materials for Lithium-ion cells with a view to eventually manufacture Lithium-ion batteries for
various applications.
IL&FS failed to pay interest on non-convertible debentures.
Jet Airways clarified that that the company had not sought any moratorium on any loans or reduction of interest rates
from its lenders.
L&T Finance said it had about Rs 1,800 crore exposure to some IL&FS Infra SP versus and about Rs 800 crore exposure
to projects of Supertech. Additionally, the company had raised Rs 18,468 crore via market instruments since Sept. 21.
BOC, Praxair offered to acquire up to 25 percent in Linde India; BOC open offer for 2.13 crore Linde India shares at Rs
276.09 each.
KPIT Tech to be tech partner for BMW’s autonomous driving project.
SKF India said it will buy back 19 lakh shares at Rs 2,100 each (22 percent premium to the current market price).
Bharti Infratel Q2: Profit falls to Rs 599.8 crore versus Rs 638 crore; revenue slips to Rs 3,668.3 crore versus Rs 3,673.5
crore QoQ.
IDFC Bank Q2: Loss Rs 369.7 crore versus profit at Rs 233.66 crore; net interest income falls to Rs 451.2 crore versus Rs
461.88 crore YoY.
L&T Finance Holdings Q2: Consolidated profit spikes to Rs 560.41 crore versus Rs 337.53 crore; revenue rises to Rs
3,246.3 crore versus Rs 2,596.7 crore YoY.
Indiabulls Real Estate Q2: Profit jumps to Rs 75.92 crore versus Rs 61.64 crore; revenue surges to Rs 1,040.42 crore
versus Rs 470.77 crore YoY.
Mahindra & Mahindra Financial Services Q2: Profit spikes to Rs 381.4 crore versus Rs 164.01 crore; revenue increases
to Rs 2,103.3 crore versus Rs 1,517.4 crore YoY.
InterGlobe Aviation Q2: Loss at Rs 652.1 crore versus profit at Rs 551.5 crore; revenue rises to Rs 6,185.3 crore versus
Rs 5,290.98 crore YoY.



EXCHANGE SECURITY CODE SECURITY NAME EX- DATE

BSE 541179 ISEC 26-Oct-18 Interim Dividend - Rs. - 3.7000

EXCHANGE Date SECURITY NAME DEAL TYPE QUANTITY PRICE

BSE 43397 AMFL JIGAR PRAMODBHAI SHAH S 56000 6.98

BSE 43397 AMFL ANAL PRATISH SHAH B 88000 6.98

BSE 43397 ANISHAIMPEX DANVIR SINGH S 100000 35.55

BSE 43397 ARYACAPM BABULAL VADILAL SHAH S 215000 23.23

BSE 43397 ARYACAPM SHAH BABULAL VADILAL HUF S 100000 23.25

BSE 43397 ARYACAPM SHAH REKHABEN MUKESHKUMAR B 265000 23.19

BSE 43397 DARJEELING BHASHIT DEEPAK SHAH S 16550 74.71

BSE 43397 DARJEELING CHOKSHI KINSHIL KIRANBHAI B 19500 74.71

BSE 43397 DEEP NNM SECURITIES PVT LTD S 60000 40.75

BSE 43397 DEEP UNICON TIE UP PRIVATE LIMITED B 63000 40.75

BSE 43397 HALDER KESHAB KUMAR HALDER B 18000 10.23

BSE 43397 HALDER SUMON CHANDRA PAUL S 19500 10.03

BSE 43397 INDRENEW VASHDEV H LILARAMANI S 47000 15.6

BSE 43397 INDRENEW ABIRAMI M ARUNACHALAM S 51250 15.6

BSE 43397 INDRENEW SHEILA N HATHIRAMANI S 23166 15.6

BSE 43397 JETINFRA TEJAS HASHMUKHRAI SHETH S 16000 78

BSE 43397 JETINFRA SAURIN VIDHYUT PARIKH B 12000 78

BSE 43397 KAPASHI SILKON TRADES LLP B 8950 79.55

BSE 43397 NFIL SANJEEV BURMAN JHAVERI S 82500 14.75

BSE 43397 OCTAWARE ARYAMAN BROKING LIMITED B 30400 103.76

BSE 43397 OCTAWARE APURV YOGESHKUMAR SHAH S 33600 104

BSE 43397 OONE BHAVANABEN MUKESHBHAI VIRWANI S 67290 2.5

BSE 43397 PADMAIND ALPA VIPUL NAGDA B 51000 108

BSE 43397 RATNABHUMI BINA PARESH SHAH B 72000 44.16

BSE 43397 RATNABHUMI MUKESH BABULAL SHAH B 80000 44.12

BSE 43397 RATNABHUMI PARESH BABULAL SHAH B 70000 44.1

BSE 43397 RATNABHUMI BABULAL VADILAL SHAH S 154000 44.18

BSE 43397 RATNABHUMI SHAH BABULAL VADILAL HUF S 122000 44.11

BSE 43397 RJKMRFR SAMIR ARVIND THAKKAR S 60000 46.44

BSE 43397 RJKMRFR APARNA SAMIR THAKKER B 60000 46.85

BSE 43397 SAIBABA RAMU JOMDAR JSONEYA S 873366 1.59

BSE 43397 SKYGOLD ARYAMAN BROKING LIMITED S 44000 182.5

BSE 43397 SKYGOLD ARYAMAN BROKING LIMITED B 800 180.5

BSE 43397 SONAL RAM GOPAL GOYAL& SONS LLP B 180360 15

BSE 43397 SONAL KUMAR SUNIL S 180360 15

BSE 43397 SPECIALITY DEEPAK BHAGNANI S 790000 69.01

BSE 43397 SPECIALITY TASHA INVESTMENT ADVISORS LLP B 676000 69.01

BSE 43397 SUNRETAIL HETAL AMIT KARIA S 72000 36.5

BSE 43397 VANTAGE SIDDHARTH PRAVINCHANDRA GALA B 97200 14

BSE 43397 VCU JHAVERI TRADING AND INVESTMENT PVT LTD B 187000 8.16

BSE 43397 VCU ZAVERI & CO EXPORTS S 207000 8.16

BSE 43397 VIEL ARDI INVESTMENT AND TRADING COMPANY LIMITED B 368000 51.23

BSE 43397 VIPUL ACME RESOURCES LIMITED S 2987680 51.4

BSE 43397 VIPUL STERLING AGRO INDUSTRIES LIMITED B 2987680 51.4
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CLIENT NAME

Dividend
PURPOSE RECORD DATE

29-Oct-18

BULK DEAL
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F&O  OPEN  INTEREST ( Number of Contracts )

Long Position Short Position 

MARKET MOVERS (1 MONTH CHANGE)

Nifty Movers NSE Sectoral Indices Performance
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MAWANASUG

NESTLEIND

JSL

KIRLOSENG

KOKUYOCMLN

KOLTEPATIL

LLOYDSTEEL

MAHLIFE

GPIL

GRNLAMIND

HMVL

ICICIBANK

IOB

ITC

DRREDDY

EDELWEISS

EMAMIPAP

EMPIND

EROSMEDIA

FOSECOIND

523207

532924

539992

500124

532922

533208

509525

533261

500150

532734

538979

532313

523371

500790

533217

532174

532388

500875

532508

533293ORIENTBANK

PEL

PRAJIND

PUNJLLOYD

PVR

KIRLOSIND

KKCL

LIBERTSHOE

LTTS

MARUTI

MASTEK

NIITLTD

532693

532689

539978

540366

INTELLECT

JMFINANCIL

JSWSTEEL

JUBLINDS

KAJARIACER

KIRLOSBROS

532500

523704

500304

500315

500302

522205

500233

500241

500243

532732

526596

540115

QUESS

RADIOCITY*

500292

509675

538835

523405

500228

533320

532839

500033

532726

532181

505255

500179

500103

532523

524370

500878

539876

533151
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500777

531426

517506

507685

526881

532475

509009

500039

532454

HEIDELBERG 590031

GALLANTT 532938

CROMPTON 520119

BHEL 532953

DENORA

HIL 540789 DNAMEDIA

GMM 533160 DBREALTY

HCL-INSYS 506401 DEEPAKNI

CAPF

GMDCLTD 506395 COROMANDEL

DISHTV 500027 ATUL

FORCEMOT 500049 BEL

ASAL

DBCORP 533138 ASTEC

BODALCHEM 532648 YESBANK

CEATLTD 533163 ARSSINFRA

VGUARD

BIOCON 511333 VLSFINANCE

BANCOINDIA 532301 TATACOFFEE

BHARTIARTL 540180 VBL

APTECHT 533121 SQSBFSI

AUSOMENT 511218 SRTRANSFIN

WIPRO 509874 SHALPAINTS

63MOONS 532498 SHRIRAMCIT

TNPL 532661 RML

TTKPRESTIG 540797 SHALBY

Result Calendar Q2FY19

BSE Code Company Name BSE Code Company Name

TNPETRO 500330 RAYMOND



Date Date
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26-Oct-18 27-Oct-18

26-Oct-18
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531209 NUCLEUS 512070 UPL

505854 TRF 524200 VINATIORGA

500429 UNIPHOS

500405 SUPPETRO 502450 SESHAPAPER

530023 THEINVEST 502742 SINTEX

534748 STEELXIND 524330 JAYAGROGN

517168 SUBROS 517059 SALZER

532638 SHOPERSTOP 532662 HTMEDIA

540653 SINTEXPLAST 507438 IFBAGRO

532785 RUCHIRA 532488 DIVISLAB

522034 SHANTIGEAR 524226 GAEL

523642 PIIND 513729 AROGRANITE

532460 PONNIERODE 522295 CONTROLPR

517536 ONWARDTEC 505533 WESTLIFE

524820 PANAMAPET 505163 ZFSTEERING

Result Calendar Q2FY19

BSE Code Company Name BSE Code Company Name
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